
Chapter 659 

“Walton, my grandfather will personally be a matchmaker for you and betroth 

you to the Jun family in Kyoto, how happy is it?” Lanita was a charity to 

Walton. 

Walton immediately said, “Yes, Miss Lanita.” 

“I’m optimistic about you, come on!” 

Lanita: “But I…” 

“No but, trust my grandpa’s power!” Lanita said to Walton proudly. 

Walton nodded immediately. 

“Is my dress beautiful?” Lanita asked Walton condescendingly. 

Walton’s dress was also very luxurious, but compared with Lanita’s, it was 

simply above the sky and the other on the ground. 

But Lanita also asked her if she looked good. 

Walton could only bite the bullet and said: “Well, it’s very beautiful, Miss 

Lanita, you are really gorgeous today. At this banquet, there is absolutely no 

second woman who can be more luxurious than you.” 

Lanita immediately smiled triumphantly: “You know, this was personally 

selected and customized by Arron in’Shu Lan’ for me, and I was the only one 

in Quannan City. 

Unique. 

Moreover, the value is nearly two million. 



I just don’t do anything, just sell this dress, I can eat it for a few years. 

So when you look at you, when you look at your dress alone, it is also very 

beautiful, but when your dress compares with mine, your dress looks rather 

shabby. 

Hey, Arron really loves me so much. “ 

Walton: “…” 

She is like sitting on pins and needles. 

Until now, she still didn’t know how to deal with herself. She wanted to talk to 

Grandpa Shu. She wanted to ask Grandpa Shu if her male partner today would 

still be Lenny, but she never had a chance. And she could only sit here dry, as 

a foil for Lanita. However, Lanita is really beautiful today. 

The jewel of this body really compares her to Walton, and it is dull and 

lusterless. 

It’s true that Jeonnam City couldn’t find a second one. 

Even if Lanita didn’t show off on her own, Walton could think that this dress of 

Lanita must have been customized for her by Arron himself. No one would 

have such a masterpiece, nor dare to have such a masterpiece. 

It seems that Arron still attaches great importance to Lanita. 

Therefore, Walton must confess to Lanita. 

Where Lanita went with a wine glass, Walton followed. 

From time to time, Lanita would instigate Walton in a very contemptuous 

tone: “Walton, you can hold me a little bit of my skirt, don’t get dirty.” 

Lanita’s skirt is indeed too long, a bit unsuitable for Lanita. 



“Okay Miss Lanita.” Walton bowed respectfully to give Walton a skirt. 

Walton bends down and follows Lanita’s fate, like a dog. 

It’s like Walton said that Rayna is a dog. 

Lanita was even more invincible with someone specializing in dressing for 

herself. 

Every time she came to a noble lady, she seemed to show it off as if she was 

inadvertently: “My dress, my fiancé Arron personally customized it for me 

in’Luxury Lan’. It is worth nearly two million. I am the only one in Jeonnam 

City…” 

“Well, yes, it’s worth two million.” 

“My fiance made it specially for me.” 

“This is the only one in Jeonnam City. How about my fiance treat me well.” 

“Hehe, his guy looks cold and lively Hades, in fact, he treats me well…” 

At this time, some enthusiastic people reminded Lanita: “Miss Lin, you… look 

at the door, is that your fiancé and your fiancé’s, wife and daughter?” 
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Lanita’s ears heard these words, and it made her feel very ear-piercing. 

Lanita suddenly became annoyed: “Where are you the guest! Who are you! 

What are you talking about, are you going to die? What about my fiance and 

my fiance’s wife and daughter! Of course my fiance’s wife is me!” 

The person who reminded her shrugged and smiled meaningfully: “You are 

what you want.” 



Lanita also felt something, she immediately looked back at the hall door. 

Suddenly, Lanita, who was dressed in a gorgeous suit and looked like a 

phoenix in the sky, was stunned. 

At the door at this time, wearing a navy blue fit suit, a tall and well-built man is 

holding a small dumpling in his hand. The small dumpling itself has a small 

appearance that is arrogant and fearless, plus She wore a flaming red tutu 

skirt, which was very stinky as she walked around. 

But incomparable beauty. 

Beauty is radiant and arrogant. 

Xiao Lennyzi’s other hand is holding her mother Suzi. 

Suzi wore a sky blue ankle long dress, walking calmly, and the exposed ankles 

are even more white like a tender lotus root just out of the water. This sky blue 

long dress is really simple without any decoration, just There is no decoration 

around her neck, but the more it is, the more it reflects Suzi’s slender swan-

like neck, and the beautiful jade is flawless. 

This really reflects the saying, “Furong is produced from clear water, and it is 

naturally carved.” 

The appearance of a family of three slowly coming in shocked everyone 

present. 

The man is always cold and calm. 

Women are always calm and quiet. 

As for the child, that flaming red and arrogant little appearance just made up 

for the coldness and quietness of his father and mother. 

Such a family of three has become the best scenery in this family banquet. 



If there is the best, it is natural to set off the worst. 

Some of the guests sitting in their seats have already begun to whisper: 

“Didn’t you say that Lanita is the heroine today? What the hell is going on, eh, 

you told me just now, you It was said that Suzi was wearing shabby clothes 

today. Do you think it is shabby? Don’t look at people without any 

decorations, but they are full of beauty!” 

Another person immediately sighed: “Blame me, I didn’t pay attention to Suzi’s 

clothes at the door just now. I only thought that she was wearing too light and 

too quiet. Now that I was being led by Fourth Master Fu and Xiao Lennyzi, I 

just noticed that Suzi Suzi is so beautiful, so beautiful, so to speak, Lanita’s 

jeweled air is too coppery, too cumbersome.” 

“No! How do I think that Lanita’s luxurious two-million-dollar dress should be 

worn on Suzi’s body? Look, this dress is worn on Lanita’s body and all the 

meat on Lanita’s waist Strangled out, it’s like tying up pork belly, but her skirt 

doesn’t match the ratio above her waist. It’s as if the skirt has been cut off. If 

that’s the case, it should be the original size of the skirt. It’s so thin, but a little 

longer than it is now. 

Isn’t this just right for Suzi’s figure? 

Suzi is a head taller than Lanita, right? 

It’s thinner than Lanita. “ 

The guest next to him suddenly realized: “What do I say! I said how I feel that 

this extremely luxurious two million skirt is worn on Lanita, it looks like a 

rented one, like a nouveau riche, without aesthetic feeling. 

It turns out that it doesn’t fit well. 

Doesn’t fit! “ 

“The most important thing is that Lanita’s skin and skirt don’t match.” 



“Lanita’s skin is dark, and wearing this kind of slightly darker clothes will really 

add black to black.” 

“Ha! It’s really embarrassing that such an expensive skirt can be compared to 

Suzi without any accessories.” 

How many people complimented Lanita before, now there are more people 

talking about Lanita. 

It’s not that they are all stubborn. 

Rather, from the very beginning, these people felt that Lanita’s dress style was 

really ugly, it was just because of affection and pressure. 

 


